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Embrace rejection. They're just women.
August 9, 2016 | 682 upvotes | by Archwinger

Guys get rejected by women. All the time. Even really cool, really masculine, super-duper-alpha-manly-
men get rejected sometimes. Rejection is no big deal.
But a lot of guys are paralyzed by the fear of rejection. The fear of embarrassment. If a woman blows you
off or turns you down, that’s embarrassing and means you’re not good enough, right? Actually, not
always. But even if it did, so what? They’re just women.
When you walk up to a girl and she’s a rude little cunty bitch and blows you off, you feel hurt.
Embarrassed. Angry. You might even want to give this bitch a piece of your mind. She didn’t even give
you a chance. She didn’t even give you the common courtesy of exchanging a few polite words. She
didn’t treat you like a human.
The fact is, this bitch did you a favor. She wasn’t going to fuck you. She didn’t want to. She wasn’t
interested. It doesn’t matter why. Maybe she thought you were ugly, maybe she has a boyfriend or
husband, maybe she’s a super-ultra-mega-lesbian, or maybe she has a raunchy cunt and is waiting to
finish her course of antibiotics. It doesn’t matter. She did you a favor. In fact, by letting you know she’s
an unpleasant bitch, she saved you the headache of dealing with her. Now you’re not going to waste your
time thinking you’re getting somewhere with this girl only to get turned down later. She saved you all of
that energy. Be thankful for that. Embrace the rejection and move on.
However, some girls that aren’t going to fuck you won’t give you the courtesy of blowing you off
immediately. Maybe she’s afraid you’re going to be a douchebag and make a big scene if she’s bitchy.
It’s a legitimate concern – some loser guys do that. Maybe she enjoys the attention. Maybe she’s
manipulating you for free drinks. This isn’t something to get mad about. Basking in the free attention and
validation you’re handing out is just what women do. If you’re giving out attention and not getting laid,
that’s on you.
Your job is to control your encounters with women. To make your intentions clear from the start. To flirt.
To escalate. Touch. Keep things moving forward at a steady, comfortable pace until you get a hard no.
Don’t sit around paralyzed by the fear of rejection and embarrassment, chatting with some girl like you’re
one of her girlfriends. Like you just want to be her friend or something. If you make your intentions clear
from the start, touch, escalate, and flirt – if your intentions are so clear that she can’t pretend not to know
why you’re talking to her – she will be forced to either reject you or respond positively to your advances.
Controlling these encounters is up to you. If you sit around chatting and not making moves, hoping she’ll
give you a signal, you’re letting her be the man, which is about as sexy as a yeast infection.
Time and time again, we see questions from Red Pill guys that go something like, “Here’s what I said and
did with this chick at a bar, but at the end, she flaked! What did I do wrong?” And a bunch of idiots go
through his conversation and try to pick out the one or two lines of speech where he blew it. Like this girl
was some kind of puzzle he could have solved if only he’d said and done the right things.
While some guys do blow it, in most cases, what a guy does wrong is far simpler: He didn’t force her to
either reject him or respond positively, early in the interaction. He didn’t escalate in a clear manner that
could not possibly be ignored. He didn’t control the encounter.
Some women just aren’t fuckable. At least not by you and not tonight. There’s nothing you’re going to be
able to say or do that’s going to magically unlock her panties and get you in bed with her. You didn’t say
or do anything “wrong” at the bar. She wasn’t going to fuck you, no matter what. Your mistake wasn’t
what you said during your conversation. It was your failure to figure out whether this girl was fuckable at
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all, early in the encounter, before investing half your night paying attention to her. It was your failure to
embrace the possibility of rejection and be thankful for it. To escalate and risk that rejection.
Even the most super-hot, manly, badass dudes get rejected sometimes. It’s nothing to be ashamed about.
Sure, sometimes it’s entirely your fault. You’re not hot, you’re not dressed well, you’re socially awkward
or acting funny or your game sucks ass. You have a lot of work to do. That’s fine. Own that. But
recognize that tonight, at this time, that particular girl was not fuckable by you. No matter what you say
or do. She might go home with somebody better. That shit happens. But your job isn’t to fuck every girl
every time. It’s to control these encounters. To figure out, early on, whether a girl is fuckable, and not
waste your time with the ones that aren’t.
Rejection happens. Don’t go home and seal yourself off in “monk mode” for ten years as you bench press
and read pick-up literature, or get on line and start posting rants for 8 hours a day about how none of this
shit works unless you’re naturally seven feet tall with a perfectly symmetrical face. Just do a better job of
controlling your encounters and getting to that rejection sooner, so you make better use of your time and
energy. Because some girls are fuckable, tonight, by you, right now. You just have to embrace the
possibility of rejection, and be thankful for the girls that refrain from wasting your time by rejecting you,
so you can move on and maximize your return.
Remember, they’re just women. And women are for fucking. One of many hobbies you enjoy. Quit
taking them so seriously. Just try to fuck one, and if it doesn’t work, go try to fuck another. Repeat as
needed. Never let yourself get hung up on this one girl you thought you were maybe going to fuck. Just
embrace the rejection and move on.
Obviously, still learn from your mistakes when you make them and they cause you get rejected. But don’t
make the biggest mistake of all by trying to avoid the risk of rejection entirely. It’s just a woman. It’s not
even a real risk. You’re not jumping out of a plane or putting all of your money into cryptocurrency. It’s
just a dumb slut that might giggle at you. Does being judged by a woman really keep you up at night?
Be sure to check out The Red Pill's off-Reddit site to find this and other great content. Here's a link.
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Comments

MattyAnon • 70 points • 9 August, 2016 10:54 PM 

Conversely

Some women are put off by overt sexual intention before they feel attracted.... and other times the feeling of "I
can have him whenever I like" can trigger her hypergamous "I can do better" response.

Yes you should "escalate to find out" and yes you should be unafraid to show intent. But sometimes it's better to
tease and be disinterested and IDGAF than balls-out "fuck me or fuck off". Overt sexual intent isn't always
optimum.

Archwinger[S] • 48 points • 9 August, 2016 10:59 PM 

The key is to escalate at a steady, comfortable pace. If you ignore a girl half the night and don't escalate, you
lose. But as you've noted, if you come on to a girl like a freight train, that can be just as bad.

slay_it_forward • 0 points • 11 August, 2016 12:43 PM 

You say don't wait for IOIs, but if you escalate without any, chances are she'll reject your advances. She's
not attracted yet.

My plan of attack is to show value in the beginning (teasing, challenging, story-telling, playful), the
escalate with she fires off an IOI or two. Start off very slow. Escalation doesn't mean grabbing her jugs
and driving your tongue down her throat. I simple touch on the hand or small of her back will do. Then
back off. Then go a little further, caress her hands.

If she doesn't give any IOIs after an hour I go for a little kino anyway to confirm the lack of interest. You
don't know for sure until you try. Some girls are shy.

Invalidity • 3 points • 11 August, 2016 04:35 PM 

Shy girls are more prone to give subtle IOIs than the average girl. They would simply not be as
aggressive or overt. If a guy isn't getting stared down by a girl, having her mirror his actions, or
having her try to get closer to him, then she isn't interested.

The shyest girls I've ever met still couldn't contain their tingles for a guy. The only difference is that
they were flaunting themselves all over him.

A guy can try kino as a last resort, but the girl will just reciprocate to be polite if she isn't attracted.

the_steroider • 3 points • 10 August, 2016 08:24 AM* 

[deleted]

What is this?

enjoytheloss2 • 1 point • 10 August, 2016 03:15 PM 

I agree that women have this trigger.

I just don't care about it, it wastes too much of my time to employ game vs just fucking off.

fingerthemoon • 1 point • 11 August, 2016 01:30 PM* 

Yup. Just lost one by being overtly sexual. One of the hottest I've ever met. Things were going well, texting
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for a couple weeks and then I said, why don't you just call me, we can talk in person and use our actual
voices, unless you're a pussy. And she texted back, I'm not a pussy! And then my phone rang (works every
time). We talked for 2 hours. She was definitely into me but had a boyfriend and was saying she just wanted
to be friends, but we both knew that was her hamster, at least I did. Actually, if I look back at our text, it was
obvious I was pursuing her and she was interested, weighing her options so to speak. The next day we were
texting again and I sexted her and then she pulled away. Said she realized men and women can't be friends
(duh) and she felt like she wasn't being loyal to her boyfriend by talking to me. I removed plausible
deniability, in a text. Stupid move. If I had been more patient and waited until we hung out I'm sure I would
have been in there. Oh well, gotta work on my game.

MattyAnon • 4 points • 11 August, 2016 04:32 PM 

I removed plausible deniability, in a text. Stupid move.

Yeah... sex should be subcommunicated, especially by text for this reason.

If I had been more patient and waited until we hung out

Talking to her for two hours wasn't great either... should have been faster to the meet.

fingerthemoon • 2 points • 11 August, 2016 08:12 PM 

I was helping her with an existential crisis. This wasn't a normal situation, I've left out many details,
and she's probably the hottest girl you've ever seen as well. And she's sweet, genuine, a real southern
lady with a hippie twist. I know, I know, pedestal, unicorn and all that... I don't think I've completely
blown it. Just gonna wait a little while, write a funny song about the incident and send her a video in
a week or so of me singing and playing. I'm exceptionally handsome, talented and jacked. Usually get
what I want. I'm not looking for love anymore, that was my problem before. But I really want this girl
and won't give up until it's obvious I can't have her, or I do have her and get tired and move on.

el_Technico • 4 points • 12 August, 2016 06:43 PM 

You're trying way to hard with this girl. Instead of writing a stupid song. Call her up, tease her for
not being fun. When she says she is fun tell her to prove it this weekend with you by going
somewhere fun. The whole conversation should take about 5 minutes.

fingerthemoon • 1 point • 13 August, 2016 11:32 AM* 

Yeah, I am trying too hard and that's probably my main problem, but she's top level and it's
hard to just give up. I'm not sure she would answer my call. It wouldn't be hard for me to write
a silly song, record it on ukulele with my phone and send it. Make fun of us both in the song. I
was thinking this way she could see what she's missing, get a good visual of me and my
musical talent, which is my strong point. If I call or text it's just me trying too hard again and
she might not respond. With a video I think It'd be more likely for me to reel her back in. And
ballsy, I mean, who has enough courage to send a video of a custom written and performed
song? It would definitely set me apart from the 1,000 other guys who approach her every day.

Initially I was sending short to the point texts telling her to come meet me somewhere and she
wasn't responding. It was after she didn't respond for a week that I sent a picture of myself and
a longer text explaining to her how awesome I was and what she was missing in a verbose and
humorously exaggerating way, then I got a response. So, I started sending longer text and she
was replying with equally long text until I got her to call me. Normal game wasn't working
and when I showed more depth she showed more interest.
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Honestly, the fact that she's not easy makes me want her more. I'm probably just a performing
monkey that's simply entertaining and validating her. She's trying to friend-zone me, I'm
aware of this. But if I can play along, tone down my aggressiveness and get her to hang out
with me, I'm sure I can escalate in person.

The funny song I've been thinking of is about a new-age sensitive guy who is trying to get a
girl by showing off how spiritually enlightened he is, and it's working up until he decides to
send a dick pic. It's a joke off our interaction because it was my zen talk that she was
interested in and eating up but when I made the sexual comment she backed off. It makes fun
of the situation and puts it in perspective by comparing my comment to a guy who sends dick
pics. And I could play the whole thing off as like, thanks for the inspiration to write this song,
just thought I'd share it with you. If she never responds at least I got a song out of it.

el_Technico • 3 points • 13 August, 2016 03:49 PM 

You write a song for her and you dry that pussy up. You're putting way to much effort in,
and you've probably done to much damage at this point to salvage anything. If you're
trying harder than she is you're playing the game wrong. Call her. If she doesn't answer
next her, and move onto someone else.

[deleted] • -5 points • 10 August, 2016 06:09 AM 

the fun is often in the chase no?

MattyAnon • 16 points • 10 August, 2016 10:53 AM 

Depends if you prefer chasing or fucking.

[deleted] • 5 points • 10 August, 2016 02:51 PM 

A bit of chasing is good fun. If you're a hunter, that's the most important skill. You chase, then go in
for the kill, then you do the skinning, cooking and eating. Without the chase you're basically shagging
battery chickens.

rayyaal • 231 points • 9 August, 2016 06:53 PM 

THE REGRET OF NOT APPROACHING FEELS 100% WORSE. CAN CONFIRM.

afkb39sdfb • 47 points • 9 August, 2016 10:26 PM 

It is better to have tried and failed, than to have never tried at all

Goes for most things in life

[deleted] • 26 points • 10 August, 2016 09:40 AM 

Exceptions, for reference: skydiving, tightrope, piloting, birthday parties, suicide.

redpillbanana • 17 points • 10 August, 2016 06:43 AM 

http://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/regrets.png

[deleted] • 3 points • 11 August, 2016 01:04 AM 

Isn't this interesting that the feel obligated to add "or him", when it's clearly a male thing ?

GIGANTIC_NIGGER_DICK • 6 points • 11 August, 2016 03:34 AM 
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That's because XKCD is cucked. The writer is a white night.

bowie747 • 43 points • 9 August, 2016 09:12 PM 

The male hamster is real, but we will crucify him.

ex_addict_bro • 5 points • 10 August, 2016 04:28 AM 

Hell no, remember what happened when we crucified Jesus?

[deleted] • -21 points • 10 August, 2016 06:28 AM 

Never happened. Besides cruxification was fucking common back in those times. It wasn't some
special shit they did for a fake person bro.

WolfofAnarchy • 26 points • 10 August, 2016 06:47 AM 

Damn edgy, where's your fedora son?

[deleted] • -23 points • 10 August, 2016 06:57 AM 

Tell us about your no fap? You jerking off tonight bro, you so edgy!

bowie747 • 1 point • 10 August, 2016 11:52 PM 

Jesus existed but he wasn't magic. He was just a heretic.

And they did crucify him.

[deleted] • 26 points • 9 August, 2016 11:22 PM 

I remember the times I chickened out and didn't approach as well as the pain associated with it much more
vividly than I remember the times I got rejected.

[deleted] • 4 points • 10 August, 2016 03:02 AM 

I don't understand why I'm being downvoted. I pretty much confirmed what he said.

BlacknOrangeZ • 35 points • 10 August, 2016 04:24 AM 

Embrace downvotes. They're just redditors.

Attentive1 • -4 points • 10 August, 2016 10:27 AM 

I just down voted you because you're sensitive. Suck it and re-read the article.

[deleted] • 2 points • 10 August, 2016 07:06 PM 

This has nothing to do with sensitivity lol. I didnt mean that I was hurt literally. I meant that the
feeling of rejection is overhwlemed by the satisfaction of having taken action while the regret of
not having tried is way more annoying. what i called pain is more annoyance or anger than
actually emotional pain.

casemodsalt • -12 points • 10 August, 2016 07:39 AM 

No it doesn't. Getting rejected feels 1000x worse than not even attempting. The fuck are you smoking?

Not trying = literally do nothing.

luckylosing • 9 points • 10 August, 2016 08:09 AM 
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yea if you're an insecure bitch

vengefully_yours • 54 points • 9 August, 2016 07:24 PM 

Quality reminder for seasoned veterans and excellent advice to the noobs.

To be 100% honest, I needed to read that right now. Rejection doesn't bother me, but I've been going far too
slowly in my interactions, mostly because I haven't been looking nor interested in new girls. Practice makes
proficient, and I got out of practice.

[deleted] • 44 points • 9 August, 2016 06:02 PM 

It comes down to the rule of efficiency. You don't want to waste your time, energy, and money and something
with a poor return on your investment. It is better to state your intent directly and weed out the ones that will
waste your time.

huddeling over your phone trying wondering if a girl is actually interested or not is a waste of time and energy. It
pisses me of. Don't do it.

Invalidity • 24 points • 9 August, 2016 06:18 PM 

Experiencing rejection is a good precursor to becoming better at reading women. You'll begin to see over time
which women are more receptive and which women are repulsed. Hence, body language.

On top of that, experiencing rejection helps one become used to it. Many men fear rejection and overthink it to
the point that they'd rather fantasize about the possibilities, rather than experience the reality of a possibility
played out. They would rather hold on to the dream. But after experiencing rejection, most men will calibrate
themselves accordingly and adapt to the situation.

And quite honestly the biggest benefit of all, getting rid of oneitis. Nothing more needs to be said about this.

AmericanHistoryAFBB • 8 points • 10 August, 2016 12:28 PM 

Would you take a child seriously if they didn't want to share any of their cookies with you? Well, treat women
like that. They're just humans who take shits like the rest of us, don't give them the power of thinking they're
better than you if rejected. Its their loss, not yours.

jazerac • 2 points • 10 August, 2016 05:48 PM 

this is a perfect point of frame. thanks

redpillbanana • 14 points • 10 August, 2016 07:06 AM 

Your job is to control your encounters with women. To make your intentions clear from the start. To flirt. To
escalate. Touch. Keep things moving forward at a steady, comfortable pace until you get a hard no.

This is the key sentence here. Too many guys put themselves in the woman's frame and let her dictate how the
relationship will progress. "I did the song and dance, I spit game, I bought her drinks, I washed her car, but she
still rejected me!" Or, even sadder: "I married her, provided for her and her kids, bought her whatever she
wanted, put up with her laziness for twenty years, and she still won't have sex with me!"

Stop submitting to her frame and start dictating your own terms regarding the relationship. Have rules,
boundaries, standards, and deadlines, and if the woman isn't meeting them, next her.

TRP receives much criticism regarding the ruleset we propose for relationships, e.g.

Single mother? A plate at best.
BPD, depression, or on medication for mental illness? Next.
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Three dates and still no sex? Next.
Time/money waster or disrespectful of your time/money? Next.
GF asks about opening the relationship? Next.
GF gets lazy and lets her body go? Next.
Owns horses? A plate at best.
Feminist? Probably should next.
Sex worker or stripper? A plate at best.

These rules might be excessively strict but having overly discriminatory rules is better than having no rules or
standards at all.

Without a well-defined set of terms and guidelines for dealing with women, you're just a piece of soft clay that a
woman can mold into whatever she wants.

askmrcia • 3 points • 10 August, 2016 05:01 PM 

Wait. Why horses? Lol you're going to have to explain that one

redpillbanana • 5 points • 10 August, 2016 05:23 PM 

Captain Capitalism can explain it better than I can, but I share his experience: horse women are crazy.
http://www.returnofkings.com/16904/avoid-women-with-horses

cRawmode • 5 points • 11 August, 2016 01:58 PM 

I can attest that. Had a short plate like that. BATSHIT CRAZY is an understatement. She could ride
though, that was the only thing going for her.

pantsoffire • 6 points • 10 August, 2016 09:15 AM 

Holy shit, it's posts like these that got me subbed. These nit picking motherfuckers reviewing your play by play
like a bunch of bored women deciding by committee what you did or did not do wrong or right via their 3rd/ 4th
party petty opinions drives me mental. Go for it, move on. When you are comfortable with rejection because
alpha this or game mentality or mega options- THAT's the objective, the End Game. Other wise you're still ruled
by the pussy. Good post.

Deraileur • 32 points • 9 August, 2016 08:52 PM 

Remember, they’re just women. And women are for fucking. One of many hobbies you enjoy. Quit taking them
so seriously. Just try to fuck one, and if it doesn’t work, go try to fuck another. Repeat as needed. Never let
yourself get hung up on this one girl you thought you were maybe going to fuck. Just embrace the rejection and
move on.

This paragraph is gold.

You are in charge of your own life. You get to decide, well... everything.

PabloEscoba • 28 points • 9 August, 2016 06:44 PM 

Women are terrible judges of character. They choose men based on how he made them feel when he said certain
words.

[deleted] • 11 points • 9 August, 2016 08:53 PM 

Well, learn to be that guy who makes them feel when you say certain words. Don't hate the player, hate the
game.
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kinklianekoff • 0 points • 9 August, 2016 08:50 PM 

There is no such thing as "character" isolated from your behaviour in social interactions.

Teller8 • -20 points • 9 August, 2016 07:47 PM 

I thought this subreddit was a parody... this comment confirms it's not.

looc22 • 6 points • 9 August, 2016 08:31 PM 

Everything on the internet is parody if you try hard enough to believe it. If you think women actually
give a damn about your character that's your thing. I don't think they do- in fact I know a lot of the ones
I've been around (college age) don't.

Archwinger[S] • 32 points • 9 August, 2016 08:49 PM  

It's more accurate to say that women care about your character sometimes. Everything about women
is sometimes. Contextual. Case by case. Depending how she feels this minute.

That's why a woman will have all kinds of crazy sex with assholes that she barely knows, just for fun.

Then a month later, will make a guy that she really, really loves, wait and wait and jump through all
kinds of hoops for grudging missionary sex.

Then dump that guy she loves because he caught her cheating with some other asshole she barely
knew.

Then she gets raped outside of a club at 4:AM, and even though she's been pretty much giving away
sex to all kinds of strangers for the cost of a drink, this rape is the worst, most heinous experience of
her life that forever defines her.

It's all completely contextual to her. Sex this one time with this one guy is a completely different
thing than sex this other time with this other guy.

Where it goes bonkers is that women will usually have less sex and lower quality sex and fewer
varieties of sex with guys they actually like as humans, but all kinds of frequent, wild, and crazy sex
with guys they barely know. They think that if they love you more, they're supposed to fuck you less
(or maybe just hide their slut-tells to trick you).

AmericanHistoryAFBB • 6 points • 10 August, 2016 12:36 PM 

No wonder I started getting laid more after getting into drugs and turning into a "bad boy". Shits
night and day to how they'd treat me when I was a goodie two shoes male feminist supporter.

[deleted] • 2 points • 10 August, 2016 06:08 AM 

This is so spot on and something I must drill into my head time and time again. I've been on both
sides of this and still have trouble accepting it but it's the truth.

103342 • 1 point • 10 August, 2016 11:36 AM 

You should make another post about this /u/Archwinger . This is a truth that is very hard to
swallow and accept.

Its always good to have a source to remind us of that type of stuff.

odiecoyote • -1 points • 11 August, 2016 07:06 PM 
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OP so you're comfortable describing a woman rejecting a man as an experience that makes him
feel less than human, while writing off the emotions of a woman getting raped as something she
just needs to shift her contextual frame of reference to get over (I may be misinterpreting this, but
that's what I got from this statement). so if I am correct do you suggest that the experience of
getting rejected can somehow be conflated with the experience of rape, in that one simply needs
to regulate their frame of reference to be okay with whatever happens to them? I don't really
understand how these two things can possibly be related

Archwinger[S] • 1 point • 11 August, 2016 07:42 PM 

Are we reading the same post? I thought the entire point of this post was that rejection is
nothing. It doesn't even count as a real risk. "OMG! A slutty girl might say no! She might
even giggle! Her friends might even giggle! One of them might even be rude! THE
HORROR! WOMEN JUDGING ME! OMG! THIS IS TEN TIMES WORSE THAN THAT
TIME I BROKE MY ARM DOING SOMETHING ACTUALLY RISKY!!!"

Yeah, that's about on par with, "Hi, I'm Suzy Slut. I go home with three different guys every
weekend. One Friday, one Saturday, one Sunday. I just put on my dress and a pair of heels
and sit at the bar letting guys buy me drinks. By closing time, I go home with the hottest one.
It's gotten kind of uncomfortable a few times, since going to unfamiliar buildings in
unfamiliar parts of town with complete strangers to have sex is a little sketchy, but I'm sex-
positive and I have a right to do whatever I want with my body. But shit, this one time, a guy
that wasn't hot got all grabby with me in the parking lot. I don't remember what I was doing
alone with him in the parking lot to begin with. I was really drunk. Anyway, that was a big
deal! Sex is really important to me, as you can tell by my normal weekend behavior, and some
guy having his way with me when I wasn't into it was pretty much the worst experience ever."

odiecoyote1 points 11 August, 2016 09:22 PM [recovered] 

okay. so you're saying rejection is nothing because it doesn't amount to a real risk. I agree!
it's part of the human experience. we willingly put ourselves in that position, thus we are
responsible for our emotions when we are rejected. it happens to literally everybody. I'm
super down with that. my concern is the next part, the part about how it's on par with rape.
I don't mean to speak for you, but from what I understand, you have a limited definition
about what rape is, when and why it occurs, and how people should be prepared to deal
with the apparent inevitability of it. to continue with the logic you are using, though, here's
the difference in my mind. hypothetical: man makes the decision to put himself in the
position where he might be rejected, as the experience is not a big deal, a quotidian thing,
even. approaches woman with this in mind. is shut down, momentarily feels bad, but
ultimately it's no big blow to his emotional state because hes a rational human being.
understands that its just not gonna happen, walks away, no big deal. you and I know how
that feels, so we can speak to it. that's not what rape feels like, though. it's just not on par.
it's not a blow to your confidence, it's not like being laughed at, it's not something that
people brush off. I don't expect everybody to understand that, but I do expect you to have
the emotional intelligence to know that you should not speak with authority about
something that you have not experienced, because that sets the dialogue back. I think it's
great to encourage people to deal with rejection in a positive way. I also think it's
dangerous to conflate the feeling of rejection with the feeling of being raped, for many
reasons. here is one of them -- a hypothetical, since were using hypothetical situations. a
man who reads this who hears you equating these two experiences might want to be okay
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with the feeling of rejection, but maybe he can't be. he hasn't made it to that level yet. its a
real human experience: rejection sucks, some people dont deal with it well, can't flick a
switch, and those people exist. maybe he feels really bad, and wants to make the person
who rejected him feel what he felt. maybe he uses the logic you're using, and in his feeling
of powerlessness, well, maybe he wants to regain his sense of power. as hes already been
rejected, he has to find another way to get revenge. you can connect those dots.

pursuit and rejection are the children of desire. rape is about power. they are not siblings.

like I said, it's great to encourage people to deal with rejection in a healthy way, because it
is a healthy part of the human experience that we can grow from and relate to others
through. I know this because I, like many others, have experienced and processed it plenty
of times. it's not okay to conflate it with rape, because rape is not a normal, healthy part of
the human experience, it's not something that you willingly walk into knowing you might
suffer from but also knowing theres a chance you might get something positive from it.
you do not get to decide how it feels for other people, man. you do have a say in being
rejected, because you make the conscious choice to risk it. you do not have a say in rape,
because it is decided for you. there is no scenario where a woman walks up to a man and
decides, "hey, I'm gonna reject that guy over there cause he's in the bar and I saw him
talking to women, and rejecting men makes me feel powerful and he's pretty much asking
for it by being here with all these women around. plus, look at his horrible outfit -- he's
totally asking for it!"

do you see now why I find it disturbing that you would use a rape scenario in a post that is
trying to show men that rejection isn't a big deal? the pieces just don't fit, and im assuming
that the experience of getting raped isn't a piece in your puzzle, so if it isn't, just don't use
it.

Archwinger[S] • 7 points • 12 August, 2016 02:02 PM 

I think you accidentally clicked a link to The Red Pill yesterday and don’t understand
where the guys here are coming from.

The Red Pill is a discussion forum focused on male sexual strategy. Essentially, guys
discussing how sexual dynamics and relationships work and how to get laid with
regularity while avoiding the pitfalls of conventional interactions with women. The
gist of this advice is that your best bet to maximize your sexual options is to become
an awesome, badass man. Become physically fit, professionally successful, socially
apt and well connected, well versed in useful skills and interesting hobbies, and an all-
around confident badass with great leadership skills. The kind of guy who has options
with many women.

Once you’re in that position, you pretty much have your pick from among many
women. At that point, no one particular woman is unique or special. If one specific
woman is annoying or difficult or has some traits you don’t like or a mental illness or
past trauma or slutty sexual history – you don’t have to deal with anything you don’t
want to deal with. Just next her and move on to some other woman. They’re all pretty
much interchangeable.

That’s the entire point of The Red Pill. Male power at the expense of female power.
Reducing women to interchangeable sex objects. Having relationships with women in
which you have all of the power and they have none, or more accurately, they have
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one power: leave if they’re not happy. Which isn’t a big deal because you just replace
her with another woman.

The idea is that women are just one more hobby in your badass life. Women aren’t
important. They’re for fucking when you feel like fucking. Then you go back to
something that’s actually interesting. Women are kinda boring.

So going back to your long-winded comment, nobody here gives a fuck about “setting
the dialogue back”. Nobody cares about “the dialogue”. We’re sick to death of hearing
about rape. Our society is fucking obsessed with rape. Every single rape victim, rapist,
false rape pretend-victim, and falsely accused rapist can’t get a moment’s peace. Their
lives become internet and media fodder about 30 seconds after the act. Every five
minutes, we have to put up with more and more discussions about consent and
education and rape culture and we define shit and redefine shit and rape this and rape
that. Our society is fucking obsessed with this relatively uncommon crime.

Nobody here gives a shit about “the dialogue”. Or about women having power taken
from them – we’re all about taking power away from women.

Frankly, rapists are losers. Not because they hurt women, but because they’re so
fucking worthless that they can’t get a woman to willingly fuck them. Rape is a bad
sexual strategy for men, because being an accused rapist ruins your life, including
future relationship and job prospects, can get you thrown in prison – the risk and
consequences are really high, and all you’re getting in exchange is a fuck. If you hit
the gym and work on your social skills, you can get some bar slut to fuck you for the
cost of a drink, if even that. Rape is stupid, because it means you’re an incompetent,
worthless loser who takes insane risks for relatively low returns due to your complete
lack of options.

That’s the Red Pill “dialogue” about rape. Because this is a discussion forum for male
sexual strategy. Nobody gives a shit about the female story or female power or
triggering females or what females think or have to say. Some “dialogue” about the
female story doesn’t help me get laid and doesn’t belong here.

odiecoyote • 1 point • 18 August, 2016 06:46 AM 

lol yikes i'm sure you get laid all the time killer

[deleted] • 5 points • 10 August, 2016 02:12 PM 

I want to add two quotes from Rollo Tomassi that helped me dealing with rejection:

Sifting through some of my past posts on the SoSuave forum it hit me; over 90% of what I advocate there can be
reduced to overcoming a fear of rejection.

as a Man, based on gender alone, you will experience rejection far more than any woman ever will. If that
sounds like a bold statement let me clarify that, you should experience rejection more than any woman.

[deleted] • 5 points • 10 August, 2016 04:14 PM 

This post right here, is the only post i actually need. After reading TRP for ages, this is the final one. You just
gotta do it, and keep doing it. Reading more guides wont help, just make you overthink things even more.
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[deleted] • 6 points • 10 August, 2016 05:57 AM 

It is much worse to get strung along. I lost count of the times I got friend zoned before I even got rejected

Expectations1 • 8 points • 9 August, 2016 09:10 PM 

Ive boiled it down to this, too many guys stressing over wanting to sleep with the bitches that dont give a fuck
about them and ignoring the ones that do.

Bulk_king11 • 4 points • 9 August, 2016 11:50 PM* 

Great post but there has definitely been times (especially with hotter women at a bar) where woman are being hit
on constantly, that at first it may seem like you're being rejected to ward off the creepy or beta males but if you
hold frame pull back and joke with her you can get her to open up. Escalate and end up leaving with her. I've had
it happen a lot lately and it really has opened my eyes up to hanging in there just a bit longer before saying she's
not interested.

odiecoyote • 1 point • 12 August, 2016 09:49 AM 

this was right after the moon landing didn't happen right?

you poor sap

iamsofuckingoutraged • 2 points • 10 August, 2016 08:42 AM 

There is a fine line though of coming across as a try hard creepy amateur and being someone that can take
rejection while maintaining a certain finesse that shows it isn't your fault but a matter of incompatibility. In my
experience, having a sense of humor, self deprecating a lot of times, is a good survival skill. If whomever your
hitting on rejects you, make it out like it's what you expected and then let it go. Continue to have fun like you
don't expect anything in return, and I can't express enough you really should not expect anything in return. Move
on. If your fantasy is to have that one girl that rejects you, your best bet is to ignore her and continue to see what
your other options are out there. You might quickly realize she wasn't the one you wanted after all. There's a lot
of flavors out there. Be smart, be funny, keep your options open. You don't need blue or red pills to understand
common sense.

RedDeadCred • 2 points • 10 August, 2016 09:58 PM 

Don't self deprecate. Just accept it for what it is and be unfazed. Don't apologize.

[deleted] • 2 points • 10 August, 2016 02:04 PM 

Let's face it! About 95% when a male wants but doesn't approach is pure male hamsterazation. I know because I
did and still rationalize a lot.

casemodsalt • 2 points • 10 August, 2016 07:31 AM 

Don't even bother trying. Make women come to you. That's how you know they have good taste.

Jakei34 • 3 points • 10 August, 2016 01:11 AM 

In Highschool. So if I see a girl I believe fuckable and interesting, approaching.

I just got to brace myself for the rejections. I'm ready.

ItsTheHomeWrecker • 7 points • 10 August, 2016 04:05 AM* 
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Jakei34 • 2 points • 10 August, 2016 10:27 PM 

I meet at least 2 new people everyday so far. All is friendly. Everything is going well so far

odiecoyote0 points 12 August, 2016 08:49 AM [recovered] 

it's still early enough for u my dude go talk to her. whatever happens, happens. rejection is not a uniquely
male experience. girls your age are mad insecure (I was one.) if you want real guidance, feel free to PM me,
but get the fuck off this subreddit. do not trust these sad 20+ yr olds befriend real males and females read a
book go to a party and get shwifty for no reason other than WHY THE FUCK NOT design a website watch
the Eric Andre show play with a dog go read something written by Howard Zinn you'll have sex a million
times. trust me these men are only teaching you to repel/get laughed at by women and men alike -- it's not to
help you people who actually have rich sexual/social/romantic lives don't feel the need to talk about it on the
Internet all the time. join us, we love u already. I could blow ur mind with stories of 'nerdy' guys I was
terrified to approach as a 'attractive' female. we all insecure bud.

SO GO. FLY.

source: literally everybody who isn't on this subreddit is either completely unaware this exists or laughing at
you for 5 minutes before we have to get back to the fuckin real world

LEAVE NOW AND NEVER COME BACK. I am. join me bb

Jakei34 • 1 point • 12 August, 2016 09:29 PM 

You must not get the concept of TRP. I appreciate your help, but honestly, you should go and never come
back.

Saintmyname • 5 points • 10 August, 2016 01:44 AM 

I get rejected more than accepted. Most all men do. It's no big deal. It's part of courting. No reason to take it
personally.

RedditAdminsSuck_88 • 5 points • 9 August, 2016 10:12 PM 

There is an episode of Cheers in Season 3 where Sam gets rejected. Norm starts crying because he viewed Sam
as a God who could pull any piece of pussy he wanted and never be rejected.

Some of you need to watch that episode. Even the best get rejected. Even if they do everything right. Some
women just aren't going to go along with it.

TheConArtistAubrey • 3 points • 10 August, 2016 01:56 AM 

That show is full of interesting Red Pill type stuff. Almost every episode.

Attentive1 • 2 points • 10 August, 2016 10:32 AM 

You guys are funny. I look at it as a numbers game. My odds get better as I reduce the potential sexual
population. Also, stop trying to read her mind. It's not about what frame of mind she's in its about you. Start with
the hottest chick if you want. Expect a rejection and laugh that shit off if it happens. Have a drink and go to the
next one on your list. It's all about you. �

[deleted] • 4 points • 10 August, 2016 03:22 AM 

An important note to everything here is that it's all probabilistic. Lifting, game, holding frame etc. all increase
your probability of success with women and decrease the probability of disaster, but it's still never a guarantee.

So when we say things like AWALT we obviously don't mean that we can predict any woman's behavior at any
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given time. We just mean that as the number of opportunities for hypergamy increases, the probability of acting
on it approaches 1.

mehdreamer • 1 point • 10 August, 2016 01:11 PM 

How many rejections you should have before stop caring about being rejected?

Archwinger[S] • 10 points • 10 August, 2016 01:34 PM 

Maybe a thousand? I dunno. But that's not limited to girls and bars.

The two biggest traits that get guys laid are looks and social skills.

The two traits that guys on the internet looking for advice on getting laid happen to lack are looks and social
skills.

Looks are easy. Hit the gym daily, lift heavy, and clean up your diet. Dress well, get a good haircut. I guess
not "easy". It's hard work. But what to do is pretty obvious and not mentally or emotionally difficult to figure
out and undertake.

Social skills require more thinking on your feet, and more work being interesting and having shit to talk
about, questions to ask, and things that make you stand out in people's minds. You can read about social
skills all day long, but the only way you really get better at them is practice. Talk to everybody, all the time.
Guys, girls, young, old, wherever you are. You're in line at a coffee shop or the bank? Put your damn cell
phone up and chat with the person next to you in line. Strangers in the mall? The cashier at a store? Just talk
to people. You're not trying to get a date or make a new best friend. Just spend 30 seconds or so chatting
about nothing. It's awkward, stupid, embarrassing, you don't know what to say, people are wondering what
you want and thinking you're weird. But you get better at it. And you stop caring about what people think
because you realize it doesn't matter. You'll never see any of these people again. You start noticing that other
people are worrying about your judgment instead of the other way around. After about 1000 of these
interactions, it just clicks.

mehdreamer • 1 point • 10 August, 2016 02:23 PM 

This is golden advice. Thanks bro.

leftajar • 1 point • 10 August, 2016 06:08 PM 

The fact is, this bitch did you a favor. She wasn’t going to fuck you. She didn’t want to. She wasn’t
interested.

This is critically fucking important.

When I started really going out in earnest to hit on women, I quickly learned that rejection is not the worst thing.
Far from it.

The worst thing is a chick who wastes your time -- flirts with you for 20+ minutes when she's not sexually
available, just because she's enjoying the attention. (This is why it's critical to polarize her within the first few
minutes to gauge interest.)

A fast rejection is a gift and a blessing.

WeedDaddy • 1 point • 11 August, 2016 07:14 AM 

Often the problem with being rejected is that it gives the men around you a justification to jump you, after all,
you are the social violator who is making a woman uncomfortable.
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[deleted] • 1 point • 11 August, 2016 09:52 PM 

Sometimes a rejection is a simple shit test.

Treating it with grace can give tingles

voivode17 • 1 point • 21 August, 2016 06:20 AM 

Amen to this, going under my bookmarks

SterlingEastwood • 1 point • 10 August, 2016 12:18 AM 

Holy shit. I don't know how you do it, but you guys always speak to me when I face some bigger or smaller
adversity. Thank you.

you’re letting her be the man, which is about as sexy as a yeast infection

Yup, I've learnt it before while dancing. I, as the man have to lead (in salsa, but I guess it's like that in other
types of dance, too) and there's either two ways of having a bad time:

I can't lead properly --> she takes over --> boom1.

She stiff arms you and doesn't let herself to be lead (this is a thing, mostly among rookies though) --> next2.

be thankful for the girls that refrain from wasting your time by rejecting you

Some of the best advice out there. I'd almost be thankful for those girls if they rejected me properly in the
end...but unfortunately that's too much to expect from them

odiecoyote • 1 point • 12 August, 2016 08:14 AM 

please learn the actual definition of the word 'adversity' before u use it to describe how it sux that u can't get
women to sleep with you, jayzus get it together my dude lmao

favours_of_the_moon • 0 points • 9 August, 2016 09:13 PM 

Watch young grade school kids. When you were young, you were just bird dogging these girls. You walk up
alone to their little group, and just by your talk you make them SCATTER.

idgaf

[deleted] • 1 point • 10 August, 2016 01:35 AM 

Glad to see this post after reading about the guy who couldn't get girls to text him back. This post represents the
flip side of his argument and all the sweat in between.

I get signs, yet I still find myself looking for the right time, rather than continuing the build-up I've made in the
field. If I had any doubt, it's erased. You can't depend on weaseling your way into the girls' pants. You can't
depend on the safe feeling of her (your mother) being there the morning after.

I'm ultimately still in the outer edges of BP, but thanks OP and others for filling in the gaps, though I know it's a
pain in the ass and personal. Some of us are still blind to certain aspects of not just RP, but interpersonal
relations, male roles, and then some. But you gave me a kick forward, and I intend to make something of it. I
know I'm better than before, but I'm going to test my boundaries, knowing that no matter what, I can still do
better for myself.
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Upvote_To_The_Left • 1 point • 10 August, 2016 03:44 AM* 

[deleted]

What is this?

Tallsmarthandsome • -3 points • 10 August, 2016 02:08 AM 

Men are not afraid of rejection. Men are afraid of women being welcoming, getting a drink, going on a date,
falling in love, getting married, having kids....and THEN she rejects you, and takes your kids, your house, your
life.

[deleted] • 0 points • 9 August, 2016 09:25 PM 

I used to get so butt-hurt when a girl rejected me. Now I just laugh it off because it's really nothing to worry
about. Even if your aren't going to get laid by that girl, it's always good to practice approaching to overcome
approach anxiety and just learn what works and what doesn't.

[deleted] • 0 points • 10 August, 2016 09:41 AM 

If you’re giving out attention and not getting laid, that’s on you.

odiecoyote • -1 points • 12 August, 2016 08:31 AM 

you should get a job as one of those canvasers who hangs out on the street with a clipboard. I think u have
the perfect mindset u would probably do well and become a high value man!

Breggsit2 • -11 points • 9 August, 2016 10:29 PM 

Maybe she thought you were ugly, maybe she has a boyfriend or husband, maybe she’s a super-ultra-mega-
lesbian, or maybe she has a raunchy cunt and is waiting to finish her course of antibiotics.

Maybe she thought you were an aggressive crank who hasn't considered the very real chance they're just not that
attractive to women. Despite all the advice from the John and Yokos on here.

Archwinger[S] • 5 points • 9 August, 2016 10:53 PM 

First line. Maybe you're ugly. Women are shallow like that. Hence why it's okay to use them for sex.

Breggsit2 • -14 points • 9 August, 2016 11:02 PM 

Women aren't like that: they're normal. That you're repellent to them is entirely your own fault Stop
blaming them. Everyone else seems to manage okay.

Archwinger[S] • 9 points • 9 August, 2016 11:10 PM 

It's like you read my post, agree with everything, and are slightly rewording it to pretend you
disagree, because being anti red is important to you for some read.

Breggsit2 • -19 points • 9 August, 2016 11:37 PM 

We certainly have some common ground that covers why you're perpetually knocked back. I don't
think I said anything like "they're just women" or "Remember, they’re just women. And women
are for fucking." because that would me sound like a right cunt.

Look, I'm sorry you were bullied at school. I'm sorry the popular girls made fun of you. But none
of this turns back the clock.
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Lucifer0999 • 7 points • 10 August, 2016 04:26 AM 

Are you one of those male-feminist I hear so much about?

I sensed some serious projection in your comments. I hope the bullying didn't result in too
much emotional or physical damage for you.

[deleted] • -3 points • 10 August, 2016 04:08 AM 

It makes it so you can be the "asshole" the girls are fucking, though. The Pill isn't about
turning back the clock, it's about teaching men how to make the most of their time as men.

...and if that means doing what women fuck you for doing, rather than doing what they say
they would like you to do, then so be it!

odiecoyote • 1 point • 12 August, 2016 08:28 AM 

like can I buy you an ice cream cone or something I think you're neat

-Anteros- • 3 points • 9 August, 2016 11:56 PM 

John and Yokos? Are you insinuating that women ruin everything?

Because they do.

bigk12345 • 0 points • 10 August, 2016 03:23 AM 

Here is what is helping me on my journey.

" Rejection is better than regret"

Would you rather be told to fuck off by that beautiful Girl at the bar and know for a fact you can approach other
girls AND you got definitive answer with this girl?

Or.....

Think she was a girl of your dreams , perfect onetis, etc, without approaching her and literally idealizing her at
the end of your night without approaching her the entire night.

For me, it is either yes or no.

That just makes it easier to move into next girl and analyze at the end of the night what I did right or wrong .

ejpusa • -7 points • 10 August, 2016 05:15 AM 

Seems to me you can replace woman with man, pretty much every sentence here. :-)

Archwinger[S] • 6 points • 10 August, 2016 10:03 AM 

Heterosexual guys aren't trying to figure out ways to fuck other men. And the red pill isn't in the business of
random posts about humans in general. You are entirely off topic with your "men, too" comment.

goober_boobz-1 points 10 August, 2016 06:00 PM [recovered] 

The way I look at it is all women are going to reject you whether it be when you first meet them or 5 years into
marriage after she's been boning the landscaper. A lot of guys feel like searching around for women is all about
finding the right one that you want to settle down with after sowing your wild oats for awhile. I feel like it really
doesn't matter. Accept that women are the overemotional hyper-hormonal cunts they are and be happy with that.
You cant expect them to be any other way. Really the only decision is whether you want to settle down one day
or not at all. But women won't change. It's you that has to accept how far in to dealing with women you want to
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go.

odiecoyote • 0 points • 12 August, 2016 08:17 AM 

have u ever met a woman before cuz like idk it seems like u haven't but like good luck tho �
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